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BCR/ABL Regulates Mammalian RecA Homologs,
Resulting in Drug Resistance

proteins, all of which exhibit constitutive tyrosine kinase
activity and cause CML- or ALL-like syndromes in
mouse models (Li et al., 1999).
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contribute to the drug resistance associated with neo-1 Center for Biotechnology

College of Science and Technology plastic transformation (for review see el-Deiry, 1997).
However, there has been no comprehensive examina-Temple University

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122 tion of DNA repair processes which might significantly
contribute to the removal of therapeutic drug- and/or2 Kimmel Cancer Center

Thomas Jefferson University irradiation-induced DNA damage. Our pilot studies sug-
gested that signaling from the BCR/ABL src homology-3Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107

3 Medical Center for Postgraduate Education (SH3) and src homology-2 (SH2) domains induced a
drug-resistant phenotype which was dependent on theWarsaw

Poland activation of signal transducer and activator of transcrip-
tion 5 (STAT5). We subsequently identified RAD51 as4 Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center and

Cornell University Graduate School of Medical Sciences an elevated transcript associated with STAT5 activation
in BCR/ABL cells. RAD51 has been proposed to play aNew York, New York 10021
central role in the repair of DNA double-strand breaks
(DSBs) via its catalysis of homologous recombination
between sister chromosomes/chromatids (ShinoharaSummary
and Ogawa, 1995). Incorrect repair of DSBs may lead
to chromosomal loss or translocation, while unrepairedRAD51 is one of six mitotic human homologs of the E.

coli RecA protein (RAD51-Paralogs) that play a central DSBs lead to programmed cell death (for review see
Flores-Rozas and Kolodner, 2000).role in homologous recombination and repair of DNA

double-strand breaks (DSBs). Here we demonstrate Here we show that activation of the human oncogenic
tyrosine kinase BCR/ABL controls the transcription,that RAD51 is important for resistance to cisplatin

and mitomycin C in cells expressing the BCR/ABL degradation, and phosphorylation of RAD51. We also
demonstrate the altered expression of other mitoticoncogenic tyrosine kinase. BCR/ABL significantly en-

hances the expression of RAD51 and several RAD51- RecA homologs (RAD51-Paralog proteins). BCR/ABL-
mediated regulation of RAD51 and RAD51-Paralog pro-Paralogs. RAD51 overexpression is mediated by a

STAT5-dependent transcription as well as by inhibition teins components results in increased recombination
repair, which correlates with cisplatin and mitomycin Cof caspase-3-dependent cleavage. Phosphorylation of

the RAD51 Tyr-315 residue by BCR/ABL appears es- drug resistance in leukemia cells. These studies connect
BCR/ABL (and perhaps other oncogenic tyrosine ki-sential for enhanced DSB repair and drug resistance.

Induction of the mammalian RecA homologs estab- nases) to DNA repair.
lishes a unique mechanism for DNA damage resis-
tance in mammalian cells transformed by an onco- Results
genic tyrosine kinase.

BCR/ABL Induces Drug Resistance and Elevates
Introduction the Expression of RAD51

The expression of BCR/ABL in 32Dcl3 cells results in
Tumors expressing oncogenic tyrosine kinases such as protection from apoptosis when growth factor is re-
BCR/ABL, v-SRC, and HER-2/neu are relatively resistant moved (Nieborowska-Skorska et al., 1999; Skorski et
to DNA damage induced by therapeutic drugs (Bedi et al., 1997) as well as resistance to the DNA crosslinking
al., 1995; Masumoto et al., 1999; Nishii et al., 1996; Pie- drug cisplatin and the radiomimetic drug mitomycin C
tras et al., 1994). For BCR/ABL tumors, drug resistance (Figures 1A, 1B, and 1C). The resistance to these drugs
does not appear to be a result of clonal selection and was evident in a clonogenic assay (Figure 1A), a trypan-
depends directly on the kinase activity of the oncogenic blue viability assay (Figure 1B), or a TUNEL assay of
protein (Nishii et al., 1996). The BCR/ABL fusion is de- apoptotic cells (Figure 1C). These results demonstrate
rived from translocation of the c-ABL gene from chromo- concordance of three independent measures for de-
some 9 to the BCR gene locus on chromosome 22 [Phila- termining drug resistance and cellular survival following
delphia chromosome, t(9;22)] and is present in most drug treatment.
chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) patients as well To ascertain the BCR/ABL signaling pathway(s) re-
as a cohort of acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) patients sponsible for drug resistance, we employed a BCR/ABL
(Clark et al., 1988; Shtivelman et al., 1986). The BCR/ mutant strategy (Nieborowska-Skorska et al., 1999;
ABL translocation produces p230, p210, or p185 fusion Skorski et al., 1997). We found that cell lines expressing

a BCR/ABL�� mutant (BCR/ABL��, a double deletion
which removes the SH3 � SH2 domains) largely re-5 Correspondence: rfishel@lac.jci.tju.edu (R.F.), tskorski@astro.temple.

edu (T.S.) gained sensitivity to both cisplatin and mitomycin C
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C (Figures 1A, 1B, and 1C). These results should be
compared to STAT5-DAM cells or BCR/ABL�� cells,
which appear to display an intermediate or weak drug
resistance, respectively (Figures 1A, 1B, and 1C). Inter-
estingly, the partial resistance displayed by parental
cells expressing BCR/ABL�� or STAT5-DAM appears
additive to the drug resistance induced by cells express-
ing BCR/ABL�� � STAT5-DAM (Figures 1A, 1B, and
1C). These results suggest that the SH3 � SH2 domain
of BCR/ABL mediates resistance to cisplatin and mito-
mycin C through STAT5 activation.

The activation of STAT5 appeared to result in altered
expression of a large number of genes (Mui et al., 1996).
We identified a significant elevation of both the RAD51
mRNA and protein in BCR/ABL or BCR/ABL�� �
STAT5-DAM drug-resistant cells but not in the parental
32Dcl3 or BCR/ABL�� drug-sensitive cells (Figure 2A).
Furthermore, several myeloid and lymphoid cell lines,
expressing different forms of BCR/ABL (p230, p210, or
p185), also displayed elevated levels of RAD51 mRNA
and protein (data not shown). RAD51 protein expression
was elevated in primary mononuclear cells obtained
from bone marrow samples of patients with chronic-
phase CML (CML-CP) or blast-crisis CML (CML-BC)
compared to normal healthy donors (NBMC), irrespec-
tive of the presence of growth factor (IL-3) (Figure 2B).
Thus, overexpression of RAD51 is likely to be a common
feature of human CML.

Cellular proliferation does not appear to correlate with
the level of RAD51 expression. Parental 32Dcl3 cells
and BCR/ABL cells display similar cell proliferation rates
and cell cycle distribution in the presence of growth
factor (IL-3) (data not shown). Moreover, highly prolifera-
tive CML cell lines expressing BCR/ABL (K562, BV173,
EM-2) displayed elevated levels of RAD51, while an
equally proliferative AML cell line that does not express
BCR/ABL (HL60) displays significantly lower levels of
RAD51 (data not shown).

Six homologs of the bacterial RecA and RAD51 pro-
teins (RAD51-Paralogs) have been identified in mitotic
human cells (hRAD51, hRAD51B, hRAD51C, hRAD51D,
XRCC2, and XRCC3). Genetic and biochemical studies
have demonstrated that these RAD51-Paralogs are not

Figure 1. BCR/ABL SH3 � SH2→STAT5 Pathway Induces Drug Re- functionally redundant (Takata et al., 2001). These and
sistance other results have suggested that the RAD51-Paralogs
Following treatment with the therapeutic drugs cisplatin or mitomy- act in concert to perform homologous recombination
cin C, cells were evaluated for ([A]) clonogenic survival, ([B]) viable (HR). We examined the expression of the mitotic RAD51-
cells, or ([C]) apoptotic cells. Cells include 32Dcl3 cells (Parental)

Paralogs in primary mononuclear cells isolated from aor 32Dcl3 cells expressing BCR/ABL (BCR/ABL), BCR/ABL �SH3 �
CML-BC patient (Figure 2C). In addition to hRAD51,�SH2 mutant (BCR/ABL��), STAT5B dominant-active mutant

(STAT5-DAM), or BCR/ABL �SH3 � �SH2 mutant and STAT5B- hRAD51B, hRAD51D, and hXRCC2 display elevated ex-
DAM (BCR/ABL���STAT5B-DAM). The average of three experi- pression in CML-BC cells compared to NBMC. However,
ments (�/� SD) is shown. the expression of hRAD51C and hXRCC3 appeared to

decrease in CML-BC cells compared to NBMC. While
the exact role of individual mitotic RAD51-Paralogs in(Figures 1A, 1B, and 1C). These results implicate signal-
HR is unknown, it is clear that the overexpression ofing from BCR/ABL SH3 � SH2 domains in cisplatin and
hRAD51 in BCR/ABL tumor cells is not unique. The al-mitomycin C drug resistance.
tered expression of multiple RAD51-Paralogs suggestsThe STAT5 transcription transactivator is an important
the RAD51-Pathway may be affected in BCR/ABL cells.downstream effector of BCR/ABL (for review see Danial
It is interesting to note that other than hRAD51, onlyand Rothman, 2000) that is not activated by the BCR/
the hRAD51C-hXRCC3 heterodimer has been shown toABL�� mutation (Nieborowska-Skorska et al., 1999).
perform recombinational strand exchange in vitro (Kuru-Coexpression of BCR/ABL�� mutation and a STAT5B
mizaka et al., 2001). Perhaps the coincident expressiondominant-active mutant (STAT5-DAM) resulted in the

full recovery of resistance to cisplatin and mitomycin of hRAD51/hRAD51B/hRAD51D/hXRCC2 or hRAD51C/
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Figure 2. BCR/ABL Modulates the Expression of RAD51 and RAD51-Paralogs

(A) Total RNA or total cellular proteins were isolated from indicated IL-3-starved cells. RAD51 expression was examined by Northern analysis
using total RNA as a loading control (upper panel) or Western analysis using actin as a loading control (lower panel).
(B) CD34� bone marrow mononuclear cells from two chronic myelogenous leukemia chronic phase (CML-CP) patients, three chronic myeloge-
nous leukemia blast crisis (CML-BC) patients, and normal bone marrow cells (NBMC) from healthy volunteers were incubated for 12 hr in the
presence (upper panel) or absence (lower panel) of human recombinant IL-3. Expression of RAD51 compared to actin was detected in total
cell lysates by Western analysis.
(C) Cellular lysates from a CML-BC patient and NMBC were examined by Western analysis for the six known RecA homologs expressed in
mitotic human cells.

hXRCC3 defines two separate recombination repair negative mutants (PI-3k-DNM, �p85; Akt-DNM, K179M;
c-Myc-DNM, In373) inhibited transactivation of thepathways.
RAD51 promoter (Figure 3C). The role of STAT5 in IL-
3-independent transcriptional regulation of RAD51 wasRAD51 Protein Is Regulated by BCR/ABL-Dependent
confirmed by Northern blot analysis (Figure 3D). TheseActivation of STAT5 and Prevention
results provide a strong and unique correlation betweenof Caspase-3 Activation
BCR/ABL-activated STAT5 and the overexpression ofAs a potent stimulator of transcription, STAT5 was ex-
RAD51.amined for a role in the transactivation of the RAD51

The RAD51 protein has been shown to be a substratepromoter (Schmutte et al., 1999). Robust transactivation
for caspase-3 (Huang et al., 1999). Expression of BCR/of the RAD51 promoter was detected in cells expressing
ABL has been shown to prevent activation of cas-BCR/ABL or mutant forms of BCR/ABL (SH3-P1013L �
pase-3 (Amarante-Mendes et al., 1998; Dubrez et al., 1998).SH2-R1053L double point mutations or the �SH3 dele-
To examine the role of caspase-3 in the regulation oftion mutant � SH2-R1053L point mutation) which retain
RAD51 protein levels, parental 32Dcl3 cells, BCR/ABLthe ability to stimulate STAT5 (Figure 3A; Nieborowska-
cells, and BCR/ABL�� cells were treated with cisplatinSkorska et al., 1999). However, both the kinase-inactive
in the presence or absence of the caspase-3 inhibitorBCR/ABL (K1172R) and the BCR/ABL mutations (�SH3 �
Z-DEVD-fmk. The activated caspase-3 fragments (19�SH2 double-deletion mutation or the SH3-P1013L
kDa and 17 kDa) and caspase-3 cleaved RAD51 frag-point mutation � �SH2 deletion mutation), which do
ment (�23 kDa) was detected by Western analysis (Fig-not activate STAT5 (Nieborowska-Skorska et al., 1999),
ure 3E). Activation of caspase-3 and the signature pro-were incapable of transactivating expression from the
teolytic degradation product of RAD51 only occurredRAD51 promoter (Figure 3A).
in parental 32Dcl3 cells after treatment with cisplatinIn addition to STAT5, signaling from the BCR/ABL
(Figure 3E, compare lanes 1 and 4). Addition of Z-DEVD-SH3 � SH2 domains activates phosphotidylinositol-3
fmk to the cisplatin-treated parental 32Dcl3 cells re-kinase (PI-3k), the Akt serine/threonine kinase, and the
sulted in the absence of the signature RAD51 proteolyticc-Myc transcriptional factor (Skorski et al., 1997). Trans-
degradation product (Figure 3E, lane 5). BCR/ABL cellsactivation of the RAD51 promoter by these other pro-
displayed neither caspase-3 activation nor RAD51 pro-teins was examined by a dominant-active/dominant-
teolytic degradation (Figure 3E, lanes 2 and 6). In thenegative strategy. A dominant-active mutant (DAM) of
presence of cisplatin, the mutant BCR/ABL�� displayedSTAT5 (STAT5-DAM) but not dominant-active mutants
both caspase-3 activation and RAD51 degradation (Fig-of PI-3k (PI-3k-DAM, p110*) or Akt (Akt-DAM, Akt E40K)
ure 3E, lane 7), which was largely inhibited by Z-DEVD-exerted strong transactivation activity of the RAD51 pro-
fmk (Figure 3E, lane 8). These results implicate BCR/moter (Figure 3B). Conversely, in the presence of BCR/
ABL inhibition of caspase-3 activation, at least in part,ABL the dominant-negative mutant (DNM) of STAT5

(STAT5-DNM, �STAT5B) but not the other dominant- for the increased levels of RAD51 protein. Taken to-
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Figure 3. BCR/ABL Tyrosine Kinase Enhances Expression of RAD51 by Stimulation of STAT5-Mediated Transactivation and Inhibition of
Caspase-3-Dependent Degradation

(A) The effect of BCR/ABL wild-type or indicated mutants.
(B) The effect of wild-type/inactive mutant (IN) STAT5B, PI-3k, or Akt (black bars) compared to dominant-active mutants (DAM) (open bars).
(C) The effect of STAT5, PI-3k, Akt, or c-Myc dominant-negative mutants (DNM) (open bars) compared to wild-type/inactive mutant (IN) (black
bars). Results represent the average and standard deviation of three independent experiments.
(D) The role of STAT5 in RAD51 transactivation. Northern analysis of RAD51 from cell lines expressing indicated proteins.
(E) The role of caspase-3 in RAD51 protein degradation. Parental 32Dcl3 cells (Parental) and 32Dcl3 cells expressing BCR/ABL (BCR/ABL) or
BCR/ABL�SH3 � �SH2 mutant (BCR/ABL��) were untreated or treated with cisplatin (1 �g/ml) in the presence of IL-3 and Z-DEVD-fmk (50
�M) when indicated. RAD51 (full-length and cleaved form) and activated caspase-3 (19 kDa and 17 kDa fragments) were detected by Western
analysis.
(F) The role of BCR/ABL kinase activity on RAD51 phosphorylation. Parental 32Dcl3 cells or 32Dcl3 cells expressing temperature-sensitive
p210 BCR/ABL mutant (tsp210) were incubated for 24 hr at the permissive (32�C) or the restrictive (37�C) temperature in the presence of IL-3.
Expression of RAD51 and the actin loading control was determined by Western analysis (upper panels). BCR/ABL total kinase activity
(total-P-Tyr) was detected by Western analysis with anti-P-Tyr antibodies (lower panel).

gether, these observations are consistent with the BCR/ perature (32�C) coincident with high levels of P-Tyr (Fig-
ure 3F, lane 4), compared to the restrictive temperatureABL-dependent activation of STAT5 as well as the BCR/

ABL-dependent inhibition of caspase-3 activation as a (37�C; Figure 3F, lane 2). These results correlate the
kinase activity of BCR/ABL with an increase in RAD51combined mechanism for the increased levels of RAD51

protein. protein.
To address the possibility that clonal selection might

account for the altered levels of RAD51, we examined RAD51 Plays an Essential Role in BCR/ABL-Induced
Cisplatin and Mitomycin C Drug Resistancea derivative of parental 32Dcl3 cells that stably ex-

pressed a temperature-sensitive mutant of p210-BCR/ Because RAD51 overexpression appeared to closely
correlate with drug resistance in BCR/ABL cells, weABL kinase (tsp210). In these studies, the effect of BCR/

ABL kinase activity on RAD51 protein levels could be sought to determine its specific role in this process(es).
BCR/ABL�� cells were transduced with the RAD51determined in a dynamic unselected population of cells

(Figure 3F). RAD51 protein expression and total cellular sense (S)-IRES-GFP retroviral vector to increase the ex-
pression of RAD51 comparable to BCR/ABL cells. Con-phosphorylated tyrosines (P-Tyr) were examined by

Western analysis. In BCR/ABL tsp210 cells, elevated versely, BCR/ABL cells were transduced with the RAD51
antisense (AS)-IRES-GFP retroviral vector to decreaselevels of RAD51 were observed at the permissive tem-
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Figure 4. BCR/ABL-Induced Overexpression of RAD51 Is Essential for Inhibition of Drug-Induced Apoptosis

In (A)–(C), parental 32Dcl3 cells and BCR/ABL�� cells were transduced with RAD51-IRES-GFP or IRES-GFP (see legend box above [A]). In
(D)–(G), parental 32Dcl3 cells and BCR/ABL cells were transduced with RAD51(AS)-IRES-GFP or IRES-GFP (see legend box above [D]).
(A) The percentage of apoptotic cells. Cells were grown in the presence (solid lines) or absence (dashed lines) of IL-3.
(B) The percentage of viable (trypan blue-excluding) cells following treatment with cisplatin or mitomycin C.
(C) Western analysis of RAD51 in cells examined in (A) and (B) compared to actin loading control.
(D) The percentage of apoptotic cells grown in the presence (solid lines) or absence (dashed lines) of IL-3.
(E) The percentage of viable (trypan blue-excluding) cells following treatment with cisplatin or mitomycin C.
(F) Western analysis of RAD51 in cells examined in (D) and (E) compared to actin loading control.
(G) The percentage of viable (trypan blue-excluding) cells following treatment with MNNG. The inset contains Western analysis of RAD51 in
cells examined in (G) compared to actin loading control.

the RAD51 expression comparable to 32Dcl3 parental expression with drug resistance. However, the expres-
sion levels of RAD51 did not affect the susceptibility ofcells. The GFP-positive cells were then isolated by fluo-

rescence-activated cell sorter (FACS). Induced expres- cells to apoptosis induced by growth factor withdrawal
(Figures 4A and 4D). For example, BCR/ABL�� cellssion of RAD51 in BCR/ABL�� cells (Figure 4C) rescued

cisplatin and mitomycin C resistance to levels compara- expressing high levels of RAD51 (Figure 4C, lane 4) re-
mained susceptible to apoptosis induced by IL-3 growthble with BCR/ABL cells (Figure 4B). Reciprocally, reduc-

tion of RAD51 expression in BCR/ABL cells to the levels factor withdrawal (Figure 4A, compare IL-3� dashed
lines to IL-3� solid lines; Nieborowska-Skorska et al.,observed in parental 32Dcl3 cells (Figure 4F) resulted

in abrogation of cisplatin and mitomycin C resistance 1999), while BCR/ABL cells expressing low levels of
RAD51 (Figure 4F, lane 4) remained resistant to apo-(Figure 4E). These results implicate high levels of RAD51
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ptosis induced by IL-3 growth factor withdrawal (Figure
4D, compare IL-3� dashed lines to IL-3� solid lines).
These results appear to separate the drug resistance
induced by BCR/ABL-dependent overexpression of
RAD51 from the well-described BCR/ABL-dependent
resistance to apoptosis induced by growth factor with-
drawal (McGahon et al., 1994). These results suggest
that alteration of RAD51 protein levels selectively affects
drug resistance.

Overexpression of RAD51 Does Not Affect MNNG
Drug Resistance
DNA lesions are processed by a variety of repair path-
ways and repair mechanisms in eukaryotic cells. Alkyl-
ation damage appears to be processed by the base
excision repair (BER), nucleotide excision repair (NER),
and mismatch repair (MMR) pathways (for review see
Fishel, 1999; Friedberg et al., 1995). To examine the
specificity of RAD51-mediated drug resistance, we de-
termined the effect of N-methyl-N�-nitro-N-nitrosogua-
nidine (MNNG) on cells overexpressing RAD51 (Figure

Figure 5. BCR/ABL Stimulates RAD51-Dependent Homologous4G). In spite of at least a 10-fold overexpression of
Recombination Repair Activity of a Double-Strand Break

RAD51 (compare lanes 1 and 2 of Figure 4G inset), we
Draa recombination-reporter cells expressing BCR/ABL (BCR/ABL),

observed no resistance to the cytotoxic effects of MNNG the kinase-deficient mutant BCR/ABL K1172 R) or the neo-resis-
(Figure 4G). These results are consistent with the notion tance vector alone (Parental). Stable cell lines were transfected with
that RAD51-induced drug resistance is lesion specific. an I-SceI expression plasmid (to induce DSB within one of the het-

erozygous GFP alleles) along with either an empty expression vector
(open bars) or the expression vector containing RAD51-antisenseBCR/ABL-Dependent Overexpression of RAD51
construct (RAD51 [AS]) (black bars). Homologous recombinationStimulates Homologous Recombination
repair of GFP alleles was evaluated after 48 hr by flow cytometry.

Repair of DSBs Expression of RAD51 was determined by Western analysis com-
The frequency of DSB repair can be measured in vivo pared to actin loading control (lower panel). Results represent the

average and standard deviation of three independent experiments.by examining the formation of wild-type GFP resulting
from the recombination of heteroallelic non-functional
GFP fragments in Draa cells (Pierce et al., 1999). To test
the effect of RAD51 levels on DSB repair, we stably RAD51 is located in both the cytoplasm and nucleus

in normal cells and is largely cytoplasmic in BRCA2-introduced BCR/ABL (overexpression of RAD51) or the
kinase-defective mutant BCR/ABL(K1172) (background defective cells (Davies et al., 2001; Moynahan et al.,

2001). BCR/ABL was largely confined to the perinuclearexpression of RAD51) (see Figures 2 and 3). We ob-
served a significant increase in GFP recombination in and cytoplasmic regions of the BCR/ABL-expressing

cells (Figure 6A, BCR/ABL column). We observed a por-BCR/ABL-Draa cells (Figure 5, lane 3) compared to pa-
rental Draa cells (Figure 5, lane 1) or Draa cells express- tion of the overexpressed RAD51 to overlap with BCR/

ABL in the cytoplasm, suggesting a physical interactioning BCR/ABL(K1172R) (Figure 5, lane 5). Reduction of
the RAD51 levels in BCR/ABL cells by introduction of between a subset of BCR/ABL and RAD51 proteins (Fig-

ure 6A, DAPI-RAD51-BCR/ABL merged panels).RAD51(AS) resulted in a significant reduction of GFP
recombination (Figure 5, compare lane 4 with lane 3). DNA damage-dependent phosphorylation of RAD51

has been linked to a stable interaction between RAD51The decrease in GFP recombination correlated with a
decrease in the RAD51 protein levels (Figure 5, Western and the c-ABL tyrosine kinase (Chen et al., 1999; Yuan et

al., 1998). We performed coimmunoprecipitations fromanalysis). These results provide a link between RAD51-
dependent homologous recombination repair and the parental 32Dcl3 cells and isogenic BCR/ABL-expressing

cells using a RAD51-specific antibody followed by West-kinase signaling functions of BCR/ABL.
ern analysis using an anti-c-ABL antibody. The c-ABL
protein was observed in the parental 32Dcl3 cells, whileBCR/ABL Interacts with RAD51
both c-ABL and BCR/ABL protein were present in BCR/The cellular localization of RAD51 in parental and BCR/
ABL cells (Figure 6B, lanes 3–6). The quantity of c-ABLABL-expressing cells was examined by immunofluores-
and BCR/ABL proteins in these RAD51 immunoprecipi-cence (Figure 6A). Consistent with the Northern and
tates did not appear to vary significantly following treat-Western analysis (Figure 2A), BCR/ABL cells appear to
ment with cisplatin and mitomycin C for 6 hr (Figure 6B,express significantly more RAD51 than parental cells
lanes 3–6). These results are consistent with the notion(Figure 6A). A punctate nuclear, perinuclear, and a dif-
that at least some fraction of RAD51 forms a stablefuse cytoplasmic pattern of expression was observed
complex with both c-ABL and BCR/ABL.for RAD51 protein in both the parental and BCR/ABL

cells (Figure 6A, RAD51 column). The perinuclear and
cytoplasmic localization of RAD51 was surprising and The BCR/ABL Tyrosine Kinase Phosphorylates RAD51

Because of the intriguing colocalization of RAD51 andappears to contradict previous findings (Scully et al.,
1997). However, recent studies have confirmed that BCR/ABL, the phosphorylation status of RAD51 in pa-
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Figure 6. Interaction and Colocalization of BCR/ABL and RAD51

(A) Immunofluorescence microscopy of representative parental 32Dcl3 cells and BCR/ABL cells showing the localization of BCR/ABL (green)
and RAD51 (red) proteins. Merged panels including DAPI stained nuclei are shown in right panels. Colocalization of BCR/ABL and RAD51 is
indicated as yellow fluorescence.
(B) Coimmunoprecipitation of RAD51 with BCR/ABL. Parental 32Dcl3 cells (Parental) and BCR/ABL cells (BCR/ABL) were untreated (Control)
or treated with mitomycin C (0.5 �g/ml) and cisplatin (3 �g/ml) (Mit.C�Cispl) for 6 hr in the presence of IL-3. The presence of ABL proteins
(BCR/ABL and c-ABL) and RAD51 protein in anti-RAD51 immunoprecipitates was detected by Western analysis. Tyrosine phosphorylation of
RAD51 (P-Tyr-RAD51) was determined using anti-phosphotyrosine antibodies. The results are representative of at least three independent
experiments.
(C) The dependence of RAD51 tyrosine phosphorylation on BCR/ABL kinase activity. Parental 32Dcl3 cells (Parental) and BCR/ABL cells were
incubated with (�) or without (�) STI571 (1 �M). Tyrosine phosphorylation of RAD51 (P-Tyr-RAD51; top panel) was determined by Western
analysis of anti-RAD51 immunoprecipitates as above. The Western blot was reprobed for total RAD51 (RAD51; middle panel). BCR/ABL kinase
activity (total P-Tyr) was determined in total cell lysates (bottom panel) using anti-P-Tyr antibodies. The results are representative of at least
three independent experiments.

rental and BCR/ABL-transformed cells was examined analysis using anti-phosphotyrosine-specific antibod-
ies. A significant increase in the tyrosine phosphoryla-(Figure 6B). RAD51 was immunoprecipitated from pa-

rental 32Dcl3 cells and BCR/ABL cells before and after tion of RAD51 (P-Tyr-RAD51) was observed in the paren-
tal 32Dcl3 cells following treatment with cisplatin andtreatment with cisplatin and mitomycin C. Tyrosine

phosphorylation of RAD51 was examined by Western mitomycin C (Figure 6B, compare lanes 3 and 5). This
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increase in P-Tyr-RAD51 has been attributed to dam-
age-induced activation of the c-ABL kinase activity
(Chen et al., 1999; Yuan et al., 1998). Treatment with
cisplatin and mitomycin C produced little if any differ-
ence in the tyrosine phosphorylation of RAD51 in BCR/
ABL cells (Figure 6B, compare lanes 4 and 6). However,
the basal level of RAD51 phosphorylation in BCR/ABL
cells appeared to be greater than the drug-induced
phosphorylation of RAD51 in parental 32Dcl3 cells (Fig-
ure 6B, compare lanes 4 and 5).

STI571 has been shown to be a selective inhibitor of
the c-ABL and BCR/ABL kinase (Figure 6C, compare
total P-Tyr in lanes 2 and 3; Druker et al., 1996). We
found that treatment of BCR/ABL cells with STI571 sig-
nificantly reduced the level of RAD51 phosphorylation
(Figure 6C, compare P-Tyr-RAD51 in lanes 2 and 3) to
levels nearly comparable to the parental 32Dcl3 cells
(Figure 6C, P-Tyr-RAD51, lane 1). These results suggest
that the interaction of BCR/ABL with RAD51 results in
the constitutive phosphorylation of RAD51.

BCR/ABL Phosphorylates RAD51 on Tyrosine 315
It has been reported that DNA damage-activated c-ABL
phosphorylates RAD51 on Tyr-54 (Yuan et al., 1998) and/
or Tyr-315 (Chen et al., 1999). In order to determine
which amino acid residue of the RAD51 protein was
phosphorylated by the BCR/ABL tyrosine kinase, Flag-
tagged RAD51(Y54F) and RAD51(Y315F) substitution
mutants were produced by site-directed mutagenesis.
COS-7 cells were transiently cotransfected with BCR/
ABL (�) or BCLR/ABL(K1172R) kinase mutant (�) and
Flag-tagged RAD51, Flag-tagged RAD51 (Y54F), or
Flag-tagged RAD51 (Y315F). Flag-tagged RAD51 pro-
teins were immunoprecipitated by anti-Flag antibodies
and examined for their phosphorylation status (Figure
7A). No phosphorylation of RAD51 was observed in the

Figure 7. The Role of BCR/ABL-Mediated Tyrosine Phosphorylationpresence of BCR/ABL(K1172R) (Figure 7A, lanes 1, 3,
of RAD51 in Drug Resistanceand 5). Significant phosphorylation of wild-type RAD51
(A) Y315F mutation reduced RAD51 phosphorylation by BCR/ABL.and RAD51(Y54F) was observed in cells expressing BCR/
Flag-RAD51, Flag-RAD51(Y315F), or Flag-RAD51(Y54F) mutants

ABL (Figure 7A, lanes 2 and 6). However, the phosphory- were cotransfected in COS-7 cells with either BCR/ABL(K1172R)
lation of the RAD51(Y315F) was dramatically reduced kinase-deficient mutant (�) or with BCR/ABL kinase-active protein
(Figure 7A, lane 4) compared to both the wild-type (�). The level of RAD51 tyrosine phosphorylation (P-Tyr-RAD51 box)

in anti-Flag immunoprecipitates was determined by Western analy-RAD51 and RAD51(Y54F) (Figure 7A, lanes 2 and 6). It
sis as in Figure 6. The Western blot was reprobed for total Flag-is interesting to note that the RAD51(Y54F) phosphoryla-
RAD51 with anti-Flag-specific antibodies (middle panel). The ex-tion did not appear equivalent to wild-type RAD51, and
pression of BCR/ABL in the transfected cells (bottom panel) was

there was low-level phosphorylation of RAD51(Y315F). confirmed by Western analysis.
These results indicate that the majority of BCR/ABL tyro- (B and C) BCR/ABL phosphorylates RAD51(Y315). Total cell lysates
sine kinase phosphorylation occurs on RAD51(Y315) obtained from 32Dcl3 parental cells (lane 1) and from BCR/ABL

cells (lane 2) were examined by Western analysis using specificwith a significantly lower level of phosphorylation on
antibodies recognizing RAD51(Y315) nonphosphorylated ([B], tophRAD5(Y54) or other tyrosine residues. These conclu-
panel) or RAD51(Y315) phosphorylated ([C], top panel). Anti-RAD51sions are tempered by the possibility that the presence
antibody was used to determine the total level of RAD51 ([B] and

of a Flag tag on RAD51 may affect the phosphorylation [C], middle panel) compared to actin loading control ([B] and [C],
of these residue(s). bottom panel).

To examine the phosphorylation of endogenous (D) Drug resistance is dependent on RAD51(Y315) phosphorylation.
BCR/ABL cells were transduced with pMigR1 containing RAD51,RAD51(Y315), antisera was prepared using an unphos-
RAD51(Y54F), RAD51(Y315F), or empty vector (IRES-GFP). GFP-phorylated (Y315) and phosphorylated (P-Y315) peptide
positive cells were isolated by FACS and incubated with the indi-of RAD51 (Figures 7B and 7C). Consistent with previous
cated concentrations of cisplatin or mitomycin C in the presence

results, the Y315 antibody detected elevated levels of of IL-3. After 48 hr, the percentage of viable cells was determined
RAD51 in BCR/ABL cells compared to the parental by trypan blue exclusion. The results represent the average and
32Dcl3 cells (Figure 7B, compare lanes 1 and 2). Similar standard deviation of at least three independent experiments.
results were obtained with the RAD51 whole-protein
polyclonal antibody. RAD51 was not detected in the
parental 32Dcl3 cells when probed with the P-Y315 phos-
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phospecific antibody (Figure 7C, lane 1), even though dependent transactivation of the RAD51 gene and the
reduction of RAD51 protein cleavage by caspase-3. ItRAD51 was easily detected with the RAD51 whole-pro-

tein polyclonal antibody. In contrast, a significant P-Y315 is possible that the regulation of other RAD51-Paralog
members occurs by a similar mechanism.signal was observed in cells expressing BCR/ABL (Fig-

ure 7C, lane 2). Recombination repair has been associated with the
processing of both cisplatin and mitomycin C DNA le-
sions (Bhattacharyya et al., 2000). Our studies providePhosphorylation of RAD51(Y315) Controls Resistance
a link between elevated expression of RAD51-Paralogto Cisplatin and Mitomycin C
members, enhanced homologous recombination, andTo determine the effect of RAD51 phosphorylation sta-
resistance to cisplatin and mitomycin C in BCR/ABLtus on drug resistance, we transduced BCR/ABL cells
cells. Reciprocally, the downregulation of RAD51 de-with MigR1-GFP retroviral vector containing wild-type
creased the drug resistance and homologous recom-RAD51, RAD51(Y54F), or RAD51(Y315F). GFP-positive
bination in BCR/ABL cells. These results strongly im-cells were subsequently isolated by FACS. Following
plicate enhanced RAD51-Paralog protein-dependenttreatment with cisplatin and mitomycin C, the percent-
recombination repair as an important mechanism for theage of viable cells was determined by trypan blue exclu-
cisplatin and mitomycin C drug resistance observed insion (Figure 7D). The results suggest that transduction
BCR/ABL tumor cells. A role for RAD51-Paralogs in ther-of wild-type RAD51 or RAD51(Y54F) into BCR/ABL cells
apeutic drug resistance appears specific for drugsdid not affect their resistance to cisplatin or mitomycin
which induce DSBs, since elevated levels of RAD51 didC (Figure 7D). Indeed, both the wild-type RAD51 and
not affect sensitivity to MNNG.RAD51(Y54F) appeared to modestly enhance drug resis-

RAD51 has also been suggested to play an essentialtance of BCR/ABL cells, presumably by further increas-
role in the repair of chromosome breaks in normal prolif-ing the levels of cellular RAD51. However, transduction
erating cells (Sonoda et al., 1998). Thus, a “basal” levelof RAD51(Y315F) decreased cisplatin and mitomycin C
of RAD51 appears to be required for the processingdrug resistance (Figure 7D) to the drug-sensitivity levels
of spontaneous DNA lesions. Oncogenes that alter theobserved with BCR/ABL�� cells (Figure 1B and data
expression, phosphorylation, nuclear localization, and/not shown). In addition, RAD51(Y315F)-dependent re-
or function of RAD51 may alter global DNA repair effi-duction of drug resistance occurred in the presence
ciency and lead to drug resistance (and perhaps selec-of endogenous wild-type RAD51, suggesting that the
tion) of neoplastic or preneoplastic cells. In addition,transduced mutant is dominant.
dysregulated RAD51-dependent homologous recombi-
nation may contribute to genomic instability by compro-Discussion
mising the fidelity of HR (for review see Bishop and
Schiestl, 2001), by altering the balance between HR andThe Philadelphia chromosome, Ph1, results in the BCR/
other recombination repair pathways (Richardson andABL translocation that appears to constitutively activate
Jasin, 2000), or by altering the checkpoint processesthe ABL kinase (Sawyers, 1999). Leukemia cells con-
associated with DNA repair. Thus, even modest changestaining the BCR/ABL tyrosine kinase have been shown
in the cellular levels of the RAD51-Paralog proteins mayto be resistant to a number of therapeutic drugs as well
significantly promote drug resistance, genomic instabil-as � irradiation (Amarante-Mendes et al., 1998; Bedi et
ity, and perhaps tumorigenesis.al., 1995; Dubrez et al., 1998). The mechanism(s) of BCR/

ABL-mediated drug resistance has not been well char-
acterized. While the inhibition of caspase-3 activation BCR/ABL Phosphorylates RAD51
and induction of a G2/M cell cycle arrest may play signifi- We found that a portion of BCR/ABL and RAD51 form
cant roles, other cellular functions may be equally re- a perinuclear and/or cytoplasmic complex that results in
sponsible for therapeutic drug resistance. the strong constitutive phosphorylation of RAD51(Y315)

but only modest phosphorylation of RAD51(Y54). The
RAD51(Y315F) but not the RAD51(Y54F) mutant de-BCR/ABL-Mediated Regulation of Rad51-Related

Proteins Enhances DSB Repair and Induces creased BCR/ABL-dependent drug resistance, sug-
gesting that the unique phosphorylation of RAD51(Y315)Drug Resistance

In general, there appears to be a fundamental correlation has a substantial impact on DNA repair. It is interesting
to note that the RAD51(Y315) residue is present in abetween the expression of RAD51 and resistance to

therapeutic drugs (Vispe et al., 1998). Elevated levels of YXXP context, a sequence preferred by the c-ABL ki-
nase (Andoniou et al., 1996). This RAD51 motif is highlyRAD51 have also been linked to chlorambucil resistance

in B cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia (Christodoulo- conserved in all known species of the animal kingdom.
The functional role of RAD51(Y315) phosphorylation ispoulos et al., 1999) and with enhanced survival of pan-

creatic adenocarcinoma after treatment with the DSB- unknown. We have observed alterations of both nuclear
localization and nuclear foci formation associated withinducing therapeutic drug calicheamicin �1 (Maacke et

al., 2000). Conversely, downregulation of RAD51 in- the mutation of RAD51(Y315) (data not shown). Since
RAD51 is known to interact with other proteins, such ascreased the radiosensitivity of prostate cancer cells

(Collis et al., 2001) and malignant glioma cells (Ohnishi BRCA1, BRCA2, XRCC3, and/or RAD52, it is possible
that appropriate phosphorylation of RAD51(Y315) is re-et al., 1998). Here we have shown that the BCR/ABL

oncogenic tyrosine kinase induces the expression of quired for the assembly of nuclear foci in BCR/ABL tu-
mor cells (Bhattacharyya et al., 2000; Bishop et al., 1998;RAD51 and several related RAD51-Paralog proteins. The

high levels of RAD51 result from both elevated STAT5- Haaf et al., 1999; Yuan et al., 1999). In support of this
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Immunoprecipitation and Western Analysisidea, the phosphorylation of RAD51 on Y315 (but not
Cells were lysed in EBC buffer plus protease inhibitors (Chen et al.,Y54, Y205, or Y191) by activated c-ABL has been shown
1999). Immunoprecipitates and cell lysates were resolved on SDS-to enhance complex formation between RAD51 and
PAGE and examined by Western analysis using the following anti-

RAD52 (Chen et al., 1999), which would presumably bodies: anti-ABL (Ab-3; Oncogene Research Products, Cambridge,
stimulate homologous pairing (Benson et al., 1998). Fur- MA), anti-RAD51 (C20; Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA), anti-P-Tyr (PY20

from Oncogene Research Products and 4G10 from Upstate Biotech-ther studies will be required to determine the role, if any,
nology, Lake Placid, NY), anti-actin (C11; Santa Cruz), rabbit anti-of RAD51(Y315) phosphorylation.
caspase-3 (CM1; generous gift of IDUN Pharmaceuticals, Inc., LaTaken as a whole, our studies suggest that BCR/ABL
Jolla, CA). Polyclonal rabbit antibodies were raised against(and perhaps other oncogenic tyrosine kinases) modu-
hRAD51(Y315) phosphorylated (P-Y315) peptide and nonphosphor-

lates the expression of RAD51-Paralog proteins and the ylated (Y315) peptide containing the peptide sequence ETRICKIY*D
phosphorylation of RAD51. The increase in quantity of SPCLPEAEAM (the asterisk indicates Y315; Novus Biologicals, Lit-

tleton, CO).RAD51-Paralog members results in an enhanced re-
sponse to DNA damage. This augmented response to

Luciferase AssayDNA damage contributes significantly to the resistance
Tk�ts13 cells were transiently transfected by calcium phosphateof crosslinking and DSB-inducing agents in BCR/ABL
(Skorski et al., 1997) with plasmids encoding BCR/ABL wild-type or

leukemia cells. mutants and/or STAT5B, PI-3k, Akt, c-Myc wild-type or mutants, as
well as the RAD51 reporter plasmid. The reporter plasmid fused the
CpG-rich region of the human RAD51 promoter (Schmutte et al.,Experimental Procedures
1999), the SV40 promoter, and the luciferase gene (RAD51-SV40-
luc). The negative control plasmid encoded the SV40 promoter fusedPlasmids
to the luciferase gene only (SV40-luc). A �-galactosidase plasmidSee Supplemental Table S1 at http://www.molecule.org/cgi/content/
was also transfected into the Tk-ts13 cells as a transfection effi-full/8/4/795/DC1.
ciency control. When BCR/ABL was cotransfected with the domi-
nant-negative mutants, a total of 20 �g of DNA/10 cm plate was used

Cells (BCR/ABL:DNM ratio 	 1:4). Twenty-four hours after transfection,
Bone marrow cells from CML-chronic phase and CML-blast crisis serum-free medium containing 0.1% BSA was added to the cells.
patients and from normal healthy volunteers were obtained after Thirty-six hours later, luciferase was quantified by the Luciferase
informed consent. Nonadherent and T cell-depleted bone marrow Assay System (Promega, Madison, WI). Transfection efficiency was
cells (A�T� BMC) and CD34� cells were isolated as described (Skor- normalized by measuring �-galactosidase activity. Transactivation
ski et al., 1995) and cultured in IMDM supplemented with 10% FBS units were calculated as a ratio of the counts from RAD51-SV40-
and recombinant human IL-3 (when indicated). Murine growth fac- luc to the counts from SV40-luc in particular groups.
tor-dependent parental 32Dcl3 myeloid cells as well as their BCR/
ABL-transformed counterparts (Nieborowska-Skorska et al., 1999) Inhibition of Caspase-3
were cultured in IMDM supplemented with 10% FBS and IL-3. Paren- Parental 32Dcl3 cells and BCR/ABL cells or BCR/ABL�� cells were
tal 32Dcl3 cells expressing BCR/ABL tsp210 or human RAD51 untreated or treated (as indicated) with cisplatin (1 �g/ml) for 24 hr
(hRAD51) were generated by electroporation with the plasmid en- in the presence of IL-3. Caspase-3 inhibitor Z-DEVD-fmk (50 �M;
coding BCR/ABL tsp210 or hRAD51 gene followed by puromycin Calbiochem-Novabiochem Co., San Diego, CA) was added when
selection of single clones. Expression of BCR/ABL and hRAD51 was indicated.
confirmed by Western analysis. Parental 32Dcl3 cells expressing
other BCR/ABL proteins and STAT5B mutants have been described

GFP-Positive Cells
(Nieborowska-Skorska et al., 1999). Tk�ts13 hamster fibroblasts and

Cells were transduced with retroviral vector particles encoding GFP
COS-7 green monkey kidney cells were cultured in DMEM or RPMI,

as described (Nieborowska-Skorska et al., 1999). Transduced cells
respectively, supplemented with 10% FBS. Draa cells (Pierce et al.,

were collected after 48–72 hr of cocultivation with the packaging
1999) were cultured in 
-MEM supplemented with 10% FBS.

cell line. GFP-positive cells were isolated by FACS.

Expression of RAD51-Flag ProteinsDrug-Resistance Assays
COS-7 cells were transfected with BCR/ABL or the BCR/ABLIndicated concentrations of cisplatin (Platinol-AQ; Bristol-Myers
(K1172R) mutant and with the Flag-tagged RAD51, the Y315F mu-Squibb Co., Princenton, NY) or mitomycin C (Sigma Chemical Co.,
tant, or the Y54F mutant by calcium phosphate as described (SkorskiSt. Louis, MO) were added to cells growing in suspension (105/
et al., 1997). Forty-eight hours after transfection, serum-free mediumml) or in semisolid medium (103/ml) (MethoCult H4230; StemCell
containing 0.1% BSA was added to the cells for the next 12 hr.Technologies Inc., Vancouver, B.C.) supplemented with IL-3. Viable

cells in suspension cultures were detected 48 hr later by trypan blue
exclusion. Apoptotic cells were detected on cytospin slides by TACS Inhibition of BCR/ABL Kinase
in situ apoptosis detection kit (Trevigen, San Diego, CA). Colonies ABL kinase inhibitor STI571 (Druker et al., 1996) was obtained from
growing in semisolid medium were counted after 7 days. NOVARTIS Pharma AG (Basel, Switzerland). Cells (106/ml) were incu-

bated for 24 hr with 1 �M of the inhibitor in the presence of IL-3,
then washed and used for experiments.

Apoptosis Induced by Growth Factor Withdrawal
Cells (105/ml) were starved from IL-3 for 24 and 48 hr. Apoptotic

Immunofluorescencecells were detected on cytospin slides by TACS in situ apoptosis
Cytospin slides were prepared from cells grown in the presencedetection kit (Trevigen, San Diego, CA).
of IL-3. Cells were permeabilized with cold acetone. RAD51 was
detected by mouse anti-RAD51 monoclonal antibody (UBI, Lake
Placid, NY) followed by TRITC-conjugated goat anti-mouse second-Northern Analysis

32Dcl3 cells expressing BCR/ABL and/or STAT5B or STAT5B-DAM ary antibody (Molecular Probes). BCR/ABL was detected with rabbit
anti-BCR/ABL antibody (protein A-purified immunoglobulins fromproteins were starved from growth factor for 12 hr. Parental 32Dcl3

cells were starved or not starved from IL-3 as indicated. Total RNA the rabbit immunized with 12 aa peptide corresponding to the BCR/
ABL b3/a2 junction region), which recognizes BCR/ABL but not(10 �g) was isolated and analyzed for the expression of RAD51 by

Northern analysis probed with a 177 bp fragment of murine RAD51 c-ABL (T.S., unpublished data), followed by AlexaFluor488-conjugated
goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Molecular Probes). Negativeend-labeled with [
-32P]dCTP (NEN Life Science Products, Inc., Bos-

ton, MA). controls were performed without primary antibodies. DNA was
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counterstained with the DNA fluorochrome 4�,6�diamedino-2-phe- Christodoulopoulos, G., Malapetsa, A., Schipper, H., Golub, E., Rad-
ding, C., and Panasci, L.C. (1999). Chlorambucil induction ofnylindole (DAPI). Cells were visualized with a Nikon Eclipse E300

fluorescence microscope equipped with a digital camera. Images HsRad51 in B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia. Clin. Cancer Res.
5, 2178–2184.were prepared with Adobe Photoshop.

Clark, S.S., McLaughlin, J., Timmons, M., Pendergast, A.M., Ben-
DSB Repair Assay Neriah, Y., Dow, L.W., Crist, W., Rovera, G., Smith, S.D., and Witte,
Draa cells (generously provided by Dr. M. Jasin, Sloan-Kettering O.N. (1988). Expression of a distinctive BCR-ABL oncogene in Ph1-
Cancer Center, New York, NY) have integrated one or two copies positive acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL). Science 239, 775–777.
of the modified gene for GFP (SceGFP) as a recombination reporter Collis, S.J., Tighe, A., Scott, S.D., Roberts, S.A., Hendry, J.H., and
and a fragment of the GFP gene as a donor for homologous repair Margison, G.P. (2001). Ribozyme minigene-mediated RAD51 down-
(Pierce et al., 1999). SceGFP has an inactivating insertion containing regulation increases radiosensitivity of human prostate cancer cells.
the restriction site for the rare-cutting I-SceI endonuclease. When Nucleic Acids Res. 29, 1534–1538.
I-SceI is expressed in vivo, a DSB results. A homologous repair

Danial, N.N., and Rothman, P. (2000). JAK-STAT signaling activatedevent with a donor GFP gene fragment restores functional GFP
by Abl oncogenes. Oncogene 19, 2523–2531.expression, readily detected by flow cytometry. Draa clones ex-
Davies, A.A., Masson, J.-Y., McIlwraith, M.J., Stasiak, A.Z., Stasiak,pressing BCR/ABL wild-type, BCR/ABL K1172R kinase-deficient
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Cell 7, 273–282.et al., 1999) with 100 �g I-SceI plasmid and 40 �g RAD51 antisense

plasmid or empty plasmid. Forty-eight hours later, 5 � 104 cells Druker, B.J., Tamura, S., Buchdunger, E., Ohno, S., Segal, G.M.,
were analyzed by flow cytometry for the presence of GFP. The Fanning, S., Zimmermann, J., and Lydon, N.B. (1996). Effects of a
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